
peace in small places  
  

“As you announce peace with your mouth,  
make sure that you have greater peace in your hearts.” 
 
   — Francis of Assisi, Legend of the Three Companions (XIV) 

     
peace into every small place today,  
even in places our hearts fear closed.  
 
peace in the mind of those who grieve  
the seeming, willful blindness of neighbor.  
 
peace in the heart of those who widen  
while others around them constrict in pain.  
 
peace in the lives of those bending fields  
laden with weapons our lies have produced.  
 
peace in this body, God; bent over keys, 
which may not know peace, but seeks possibility. 
 
peace in the making of those who risk peace; 
peace in the making, the keeping of you. 

 
 

trace  
 
Finding the lost route, taking up his unfinished song, 
[Francis] trains the woods to re-echo the mysteries of Christ.  
 — Henri d’Avranches, Life of Francis (IV) 

 

come to another bend in the river,  
five years living a valley away  
 
edge onto margin, sabbatical visit  
listen the woods, their mystery wake  
 
strange the encounter, the sudden companion  
lepers to round on, beggars escape  
 
tangled the brush, the vine given trample  
Francis to echo, thieves enrage  
 
at last un-forgotten the road given travel, 
breathing-in mercy, emptying grace 
 
ditches to rise out and rough world inhabit  
straggling naked, begging alms late. 

  

Sacred exchange 
from the first Franciscan brother I met, doing AIDS ministry,  

to Sabbath taken at St Bonaventure University in western NY,  

to “pastoring peace” (& encouraging others) on war’s pursuit,  

to arguing Francis’ & accepting Catherine’s counsel en route; 

this is part of the “sacred exchange” Francis & I have made. 
 

William B. Jones, 2012  
poetarc.wordpress.com  

   
  Sacred exchange 
    

  

Franciscan poems and prayers 

by William B. Jones 
 

canticle gone 
 
the day of their leaving 
I've come searching creatures 
said to be singing their creator's song, 
 
deep into foothills a valley of smoke, 
leaves falling campus and cool in the air, 
crossing with Francis' script close in my hand 
 
to a gallery holding no creatures at all; 
a bare outer room with bones curving space, 
and a curator parsing the meaning of closing, 
 
"this was to be the last day, but you see, 
the sculptor packed early, her work is all gone; 
but we open a Chinese exhibit next Friday!" 
 
a lone poster slides sideways onto floor, 
bronze face and grey metal flown into wind 
and I wonder, Creature, which song did you sing? 
 
did your notes push to heaven, or into these trees, 
did you lure close sweet death, opening earth, 
did sister moon shine her face down on you. 
 
and you, ghost of fire -- did you flicker this stand, 
waiting now only to light next week's urn; 
you, sun and stars, how sang your tune? 
 
notes half a century reaching to hear  
echo un-captured, the creatures their song, 
Francis out laughing, leading me on. 
 
 
 

[on (not) viewing the "Canticle of The Creatures” 

at University of Pittsburgh, Bradford, PA, Oct. 2009] 
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a time of mercy 
  
   “The intervening time is called the time of mercy,  
   during which God awaits us from day to day,  
   so that we amend our lives from good to better.” 
 
 — Catherine of Bologna,    
       Seven Weapons of the Spirit (V) 

 
flung as if on first creation, 
mantle churning slow beneath, 
 
poured into a mended form, 
close the embered sky above 
 
find myself awake, aground, 
so much shuttered from before 
 
stirring deep a drifted body, 
longing borne into desire 
 
grub the crust from out my eye, 
come upon an edge foresworn; 
 
this become a time of mercy,  
turning each from good to better 
 
claiming what we’ve left to love 
beyond any lesser leaving 
 
turning, God, from where we are 
to where You wait us yours to be. 
 

against Francis whom I love 
yet who (they say) embraced only snow 

 
lying warm  

next to you, love, 
this our son climbing up into bed 

 
curling close the space between, 

I do not miss (so much) 
the snow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

charge  
 

“I have done what is mine to do,  
may Christ teach you what is yours.”  
 — Francis of Assisi (II Celano CLXII)  

 

“Civil rights! Vietnam!  
Women’s lib! Lesbians & gays!”  
drumming out the garnered ones,  
asked how to pastor peace in war;  
 
“I preached through all that to this—  
this next one is yours!”  
 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 

 
 

mercy 
 

“While I was in sin it seemed too bitter for me to see lepers.  
And the Lord brought me among them, and I showed them 
mercy.  And when I left them, what had seemed to me 
bitter was turned into sweetness in soul and body.” 
 
         — Testament of Francis 

 
Francis climbing down the fountain, 
scattering birds, offering seed  
daring huddle lepers hidden 
under centuries of need 
 
here to find you wasting, spending 
what in any case will be lost; 
all we have and have been given 
here embrace, receive your cross 
 
“people living with AIDS” our phrase, 
as if somewhere they were not 
bleeding hands and souls and faces; 
didn’t Jesus die the cost? 
 
one day God let Francis down, 
slip the bird-bath into weeds, 
join fools enough to carry  
brother, sister death to ease. 
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